Non-Fiction Titles Being Published in June 2024

Ambition Monster by Jennifer Romolini
Build Like a Woman: The Blueprint for Creating a Business and Life You Love by Kathleen Griffith
Holding It Together: How Women Became America's Safety Net by Jessica Calarco
How the World Ran Out of Everything: Inside the Global Supply Chain by Peter S. Goodman
Negotiating While Black: Be Who You Are to Get What You Want by Damali Peterman
Nobody Cares about Your Career: Why Failure Is Good, the Great Ones Play Hurt, and Other Hard Truths by Erika Ayers Badan
Right Thing, Right Now: Good Values. Good Character. Good Deeds. by Ryan Holiday
Salad Lab: Whisk, Toss, Enjoy!: Recipes for Making Fabulous Salads Every Day by Darlene Schrijver
Skill Code: How to Save Human Ability in an Age of Intelligent Machines by Matt Beane
Stories Are Weapons: Psychological Warfare and the American Mind by Annalee Newitz
There Is No Ethan: How Three Women Caught America's Biggest Catfish by Anna Akbari
This Is Why You Dream: What Your Sleeping Brain Reveals about Your Waking Life by Rahul Jandial
This Thread of Gold: A Celebration of Black Womanhood by Catherine Joy White
Truth about Immigration: Why Successful Societies Welcome Newcomers by Zeke Hernandez
We Refuse: A Forceful History of Black Resistance by Kellie Carter Jackson
What Are Children For?: On Ambivalence and Choice by Anastasia Berg
What Went Wrong with Capitalism by Ruchir Sharma
Wrong Stuff: How the Soviet Space Program Crashed and Burned by John Strausbaugh

Biographies Being Published in June 2024

Dear Cisgender People: A Guide to Trans Allyship and Empathy by Kenny Ethan Jones
Everything and Nothing at Once: A Black Man's Reimagined Soundtrack for the Future by Joél Leon
Origin Story: The Trials of Charles Darwin by Howard Markel
Other Olympians: Fascism, Queerness, and the Making of Modern Sports by Michael Waters
Timelines of World War II by DK
Under a Rock: A Memoir by Chris Stein
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